
ANGLEŠČINA, 23. 3. 2020  

1. Dragi učenci, prejšnji teden (16. 3. – 20. 3.) ste, med drugim, samostojno reševali 
vaje v DZ. Preverite, kako uspešni ste bili. Priložene so rešitive vaj v DZ, str. 106, 108, 
109 in 110. Prepričana sem, da vam je šlo dobro od rok J Popravite morebitne 
napake. 

Zdaj imate rešene vse naloge v DZ od strani 101-111. Nekatere naloge ste rešili 
prejšnji teden, samostojno, zato so priložene rešitve. Vse ostale naloge smo že 
pregledali skupaj, v šoli. Če še niste rešili vseh nalog, jih rešite zdaj. 
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Exercise 9  
A  
The suitcase on the left is newer than the suitcase on the right. The suitcase on the 
right isn’t as new as the suitcase on the left. The one on the right is older than the one 
on the left.  
The suitcase on the left isn’t as big as the suitcase on the right. The suitcase on the 
right is bigger than the suitcase on the left. The one on the left is smaller than the one 
on the right.  
 
B  
The bed on the left is cheaper than the bed on the right. The bed on the left isn’t as 
expensive as the bed on the right. The one on the right isn’t as cheap as the one on 
the left. The bed on the right is more expensive than the bed on the left.  
The one on the left is narrower than the one on the left. The bed on the right is wider 
than the bed on the left. The one on the left isn’t as wide as the one on the right.  
The bed on the right is higher than the bed on the left. The bed on the left is lower than 
the bed on the right. The one on the right isn’t as low as the one on the left.  
 

Exercise 10  
2. longer than; 3. easier than;    4. cheaper than; 5. heavier than; 6. smaller than;  
7. faster than;  8. cleverer than; 9. sweeter than; 10. richer than.  

Exercise 11  
2. The sun in picture B is hotter than the sun in picture A. / The weather in picture B is 
hotter/sunnier than in picture A.  
3. The bridge in picture B isn’t as big as the one in picture A.  
4. The church tower in picture A is taller than the church tower in picture B.  
5. The car in picture A is more modern and faster than the car in picture B.  
6. The road in picture A is wider than the road in picture B. / The road in picture A is 
straighter than the road in picture B./ The road in picture B is twistier than the road in 
picture A.  
7. The stream (river) in picture A is not as wide as the stream (river)  in picture B and 
is not as straight as the one in picture B. / The stream in picture B is not as twisty as 
the stream in picture A.  



8.The driver in picture A is more dangerous / more experienced than the driver in 
picture B. /The driver in picture B is more careful / safer than the driver in picture A.  
9.The luggage in picture A is lighter than the luggage in picture B. /The driver’s 
luggage in picture B is heavier than the driver’s luggage in picture A.  
10.The driver in picture A is closer to his destination than the driver in picture B. / The 
driver in picture B is further from his destination than the driver in picture A. / The road 
distance in picture A is shorter than the road distance in picture B.  
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Exercise 14  
1 cheaper;       2 the smallest;   3 longer;         4 faster;     5 funnier;      6 highest; 
7 easier;          8 warmest;         9 fastest;        10 bigger;         11 heavier; 
12 the best;    13 hottest;         14 friendlier.  
 
Exercise 15  
2  The Nile is the longest river in the world.  
3  Lake Baikal is the deepest lake in the world.  
4  Pole of Cold in Antarctica is the coldest place n the world.  
5  The blue whale is the largest and the heaviest animal in the world.  
6  California’s redwoods (i.e. a kind of sequoia) are the tallest trees in the world  
7  California’s bristlecone pines are the oldest trees in the world.  
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Exercise 16  
2. better;      3. worse;     4. as good as;      5. better;       6. better;     7. as good as;               
8. worse.  
 
Exercise 17  
1. shortest;       2. funniest;       3. shortest, shortest;        4. tallest; 
5. longest;        6. shortest;       7. highest.  
 
Exercise 18  
1. more/less interesting;  
2. more beautiful; 
3. more expensive; 
4. more/less difficult;  
5. more/less important;  
6. more comfortable;  
7. more/less popular;  
8. more/less intelligent;  
9. longer.  
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Exercise 19a  
1. more boring;  



2. most popular;  
3. better; 
4. most exciting;  
5. worst;  
6. most expensive;  
7. more comfortable;  
8. most useful;  
9. most famous.  

Exercise 19b  
1. most common/commonest;  
2. heavier; 
3. closest; 
4. biggest;  
5. more dangerous; 
6. most attractive; 
7. more entertaining; 
8. most breakneck; 
9. more expensive/cheaper;  
10. more modern.  
 
Exercise 20  
meanest; roughest; toughest; deadliest.  

2. Tukaj so rešitve nalog iz učbenika: naloga 5, učbenik str. 102,  nalogo 9, učbenik 
str. 103 ter naloga 7, učbenik str. 109. Preverite, kako uspešno ste rešili naloge in 
popravite morebitne napake. 
 

Exercise 5 
1 
Becky's room is quite big. It's 3m wide and 4m long. It's bigger than Ivy's room, but 
smaller than Gary's. Gary has got the biggest room. Ivy's room is the smallest. 
2 
Car B can go at 90 kph (kilometres per hour). It’s faster than car C, but slower than car 
A. Car A can go at 120 kph and is the fastest of them all. The slowest car is car C. 
3 
Mumbo weighs 2,000 kg. He is heavier than Dumbo, but lighter than Jumbo. Jumbo 
weighs four tons and is the heaviest of them all. The lightest is Dumbo. 
4 
Michael is 43 years old. He is older than Cameron, but younger than Kirk. Kirk is 71 
years old and is the oldest of them all. The youngest is Cameron. 
5 
A dog can run at 64 km/hr. It is faster than a man, but slower than a cheetah. A 
cheetah is the fastest of them all. The slowest is a man.  

Exercise 9 (odgovorov je mnogo, zapisanih je le nekaj možnosti)  

1. In Maths, Sue is the worst. In Maths, Daisy is better than Sue, but worse than 
Peggy. In Maths, Peggy is the best. / Peggy's Maths is the best. 2. Daisy's History is 



worse than Sue's and Peggy's. In History, Sue and Peggy are better than Daisy. 3. In 
Geography, Sue is better than Peggy, but worse than Daisy. In Geography, Daisy is 
the best. In Geography, Peggy came bottom. / In Geography, Daisy is the best. 
4. Daisy's Science is the best. In Science, Peggy is better than Sue, but worse than 
Daisy. In Science, Peggy came second. In Science, Sue came bottom. 5. Peggy's 
Conduct is the worst. In Conduct, Daisy is better than Sue.  
6. Daisy's report is the best of all. Peggy's report was better than Sue's. Sue's report 
is the worst of all. Peggy came second.  

Exercise 7 (odgovori izražajo lastno mnenje; zapisanih je nekaj primerov) 

I think boys are stronger than girls. I think boys are as intelligent as girls. I think girls 
are more outgoing than boys. 

3. Pri nalogah z besediščem in pisanju sestavka so vam bili v pomoč tudi spletni 
slovarji, ki jih uporabljajte tudi v bodoče: 

https://sl.pons.com/prevod 

https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com 

Verjamem, da ste vse naloge uspešno rešili. 

4. Odprite učbenik na strani 99. Prepišite nalogo Fun-tastic v zvezek in prevedite 
povedi. Nato rešite še nalogo Fun-tastic na strani 107 (v zvezek). Če pride do težav, si 
lahko pomagate s slovarjem, v knjižni ali elektronski obliki: 

https://sl.pons.com/prevod 

5.  Primerjajte priložene slike. Pri vsaki zapišite vsaj 5 povedi. Uporabite stopnjevanje 
pridevnika. 

	  



	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  

	  

	  

 



 

 

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

Za vsa vprašanja sem dosegljiva na elektronskem naslovu: 

tanja.palatin@guest.arnes.si  

	  
	  

GOOD LUCK J        
 
 
 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  


